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The Internet should be like a city we
would love to walk through, comfortably
exploring the environment while being
around other people.
It should not feel like a dark forest
people are hiding in, afraid of expressing
themselves openly.
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0 Introduction

The Internet has evolved into an almost all-encompassing, omnipotent platform. In theory, everything can
be found on the Internet. But how do we find content that
does not float in the mainstream? Content that inspires
us—the moment we need it? How is it possible for so many
people with different thoughts, motives and tastes to not
only coexist but also be satisfied on the same platform?
These were just some of our initial questions that
started this project. In order to commence, it was necessary for us to better understand what the Internet really is
and what further problems it poses.

What is the
Internet?

The Internet is a network of interconnected devices—
from desktop computers to servers to smartphones and
other »smart devices«—exchanging digital data.
The breakthrough to become a publicly used technology,
however, came with the invention of hypertext and as a result the
possibility of the exchanged data being graphically represented.
This publicly visible application of the Internet forms the World
Wide Web. Putting it into more technical terms, Internet pioneer
David D. Clark explains in his book Designing an Internet:
»The Internet is a communication facility designed to
connect computers together so that they can exchange digital
information. Data carried across the Internet is organized into
packets, which are independent units of data, complete with
delivery instructions in the first part, or header of the packet. The
Internet provides a basic communication service that conveys
these packets from a source computer to one or more destination
computers.«
(2018)
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What is the Internet?

Digital Pluralism,
Value on the Web

stream dominated by media-effective content. Ratings and likes
act as alleged objective representations of worth, while they actually are highly subjective. Users do not find the content that might
suit them best first when browsing the Web—instead, they will
find the results that are most popular among many people. Due
to the pace of information exchange, these trends spread even
faster than they did years ago, creating an even more comfortable
platform for monopolies. We should not look at these topics from
a business perspective only—especially through social media, it
also affects the way we live our lives, choose our hobbies, spend
our free time and, finally, develop our personality.
Living in the age where the demand for more humane sys-

By definition, Pluralism is »the existence of different
types of people, who have different beliefs and opinions,
within the same society« or »The belief that the existence of different types of people within the same society
is a good thing« (Cambridge Dictionary, n.d.)

tems is rising, we do not want to label technology and its usage as
»bad«. Instead, we envision a more conscious use of technology,
one that relies less on instant availability and instead provides
humans with meaningful information and entertainment at the
right time. Throughout our thesis, we will develop an approach,
that puts people—enhanced but not governed by algorithms—at the
center of finding information and inspiration, not by building a
social media platform, but by reengineering search and browsing
and moving it to a social context. We want to deal with the incredibly large amount of data on the Web without the loss of transpar-

We understand pluralism as treating content and opinions
equally, regardless of how popular they might be among people.

ency and identity.
With Digital Pluralism we expect to disperse large streams

In respect of that Digital Pluralism is the engagement with the

by providing individuals with new, diverse and tailored content

diversity of content, information, interests, and opinions of the

when it is needed.

society on the Internet—the World Wide Web in particular.

What Pluralism means for the Internet
Social media has in the past encouraged to follow trends,
idealize influencers and push personal interests forward, especially by not being bound to moral standards and assigned to a
real identity as in the offline world. However, this did not assist
the dissemination of different ideas but instead reinforced a main-
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Theory

We started our thesis with a mix of theoretical research
and interviews with very different people—students and
extreme users of the Web, an Open Source evangelist,
an influencer, a designer at a web-dependent company,
a media-critical professor, and two young designers who
wrote their own thesis on web browsers.
While sometimes opinions clashed and sometimes
one interviewee reinforced what another told us, guiding themes emerged, that lead the research we will write
about in the upcoming two chapters.
How are humans on the Internet influenced by other
users and how does the idealization of those people and
their shared lives impact them? What are entry points to
content? How do they affect our browsing? — especially
social media and YouTube (which got surprisingly many
mentions). How should we deal with the comfort of filter
bubbles. Why does finding good content take subjectively »long« and would it be desirable to get to good content
faster? What is the result of a fast-paced Internet? How
can we address the pressure that sharing puts on people—either because they fear to not get a response at all
or by receiving too many of them and feeling judged?

Types of Users and
their Intention

Outcome Oriented Search
This means a user knows their desired content but still has
to find it on the Internet. So when using a search engine with this
intention, there is only one correct piece of information for the
user. In this case, the user does not want to have any other inspirations on their way to their goal.

Example
I know there is a specific recipe for pancakes that I have used a few times. I now
want to refind this exact recipe again.
Or someone told me the name and author
of an article they would like me to read. So
when I search for it on the Internet, there is

In 2019, the number of Internet users reached more
than 4.4 billion (Kemp, 2019). Of course, all these people have various ways of using the Internet and not all of
them are regular users.

only this one article I would like to find.

Fig. 1

Outcome Oriented Browsing
When users have a desired outcome in mind but still want
to receive inspiration along the way in order to reach it, we call it

Some might be occasional users, mainly using the Internet

outcome-oriented browsing.

to search for something predefined (which they maybe did not
find elsewhere), while others are heavy users, consuming and
sharing a lot of content on various platforms across the Internet

Example

every day. And in between these two extremes are those who
search for and consume a lot of content but at the same time do

I would like to go to an Italian restaurant

not like to distribute it. Although these user types are hard to

for lunch – still, I don’t know exactly which

define, at the end of the day all of them would like to fulfill their

one to visit. So I start searching for Italian

intention and reach their desired content or find new inspiration.

restaurants in my area, getting a selection
of restaurants I will look through to then

We concluded that there are four types of intentions users
have when browsing or searching content on the web.
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pick one for my visit.

Types of Users and their Intention
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Interest Based Browsing
Searching for inspiration on a certain topic, one often does
not need to predetermine a specific outcome. Instead, browsing
through content regarding a desired topic, stumbling upon new
content and inspiration itself is the user’s goal.

Example
I am a big fan of skateboarding, so almost
every day I invest about an hour to see
inspiring videos and articles on that topic,
that I haven’t seen before.

Fig. 3

Free or Habitual Browsing
Users often do not have a (conscious) intention when going
on the Internet, but follow their habit of visiting online platforms
to browse through content they did not desire but might be inspiring to them anyway.

Example
Being bored on the train, I unlock my smartphone and start browsing through Facebook, Instagram or Feedly. Although I didn’t
have any intention, I occasionally might find
something I like before.
Fig. 4
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Of course the users’ intentions may change during their
browsing session, meaning a user could start by browsing habitually, then gets inspired by something sparking their interest,
making them want to explore it further right away. This works for
all other intentions as well. (Fig. 5)
We also found that traditional search engines like Google focus on satisfying outcome-oriented searching, leaving the
search for inspiration to other platforms like Pinterest or Are.na.

Fig. 5 Browsing on the Web
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Media Types and
their Parameters

One of the World Wide Web’s initial goals was supporting universal sharing of data. Being able to carry
every possible file and media type is a step towards enabling the unrestricted transmission of diverging information.
Next to the traditional formats of Text, Images, Video
and Sound, we see an increasing amount of interactive content,
with Maps being especially important or services, like online
shops, which then again offer real-world objects to the user.
The sum of content on the Web is, however, so big, that we,
as humans, need help navigating the data—which usually happens
in the form of a link that is offered to us at some point, and most

Fig. 6 Youtube.com mainpage of 2007

of the time those links are enhanced with information regarding
the content they will lead us to. Depending on that
content, there are different parameters that could be displayed
as previews. We clustered many of those parameters and sorted
them into three categories. (Fig. 7)
We found that, while most sites do a good job at displaying important objective parameters, they struggle to translate
even more valuable information such as emotional connotation
or required expert level.
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Fig. 7 Website Parameter Cluster
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Types of Recommendations
and their Application

what we generally recognize as filtering and enable the user to
tweak their result by adding more »knowledge«. Most sites, of
course, do not rely on using one system exclusively. Instead, they
try to tackle the issues of each system by combining them into
one. (Burke, 2000)
A lot of the recommendations on the web are initiated by
search. In 2017 Mozilla published the results of a survey among
Firefox users, saying that 36.2% of people first got to the site they
are currently using by clicking on a search result. (Chuang) To enable the user to find their way in the mess of millions of possible
search results, Google has build algorithms powered by Artificial

A recommendation is something, of which the creator
believes that the receiver likes or needs it. In the context
of the World Wide Web, for the receiver it should be an
entry point for new content or new sites. Using this definition means that almost every way of content discovery
is driven by recommendations, from a video on YouTube
to a link in a Twitter Post.
Traditionally a variety of Recommender Systems—algorithmical evaluation and rating of content—is used to decide which

Intelligence, Deep Learning, evaluating countless criteria such as
source, links to other sites, keywords, popularity, freshness and
accessibility. (Google Search, n.d.)
The problem we see today regarding algorithmic recommendations is, that while large platforms and corporations—especially the FAANG companies01—have easy access to algorithms
that are far superior to those of smaller ones, thereby reinforcing
the monopoly of a few large corporations.
rithms. Taking YouTube as an example, there has been criticism

to refer to these companies instead

regarding radicalization through recommendations. Writer and
created a new YouTube account and started browsing for different

the NASDAQ

topics, soon getting more radicalized content.
»Videos about vegetarianism led to videos about veganism.

Recommender Systems.

ommendation algorithm. It promotes, recommends and dissemi-

02 YouTube is part of the Alphabet Group, using GoogleBrain to Power
their algorithm

nates videos in a manner that appears to constantly up the stakes.

relies on comparing databases of users, and recommend what

Given its billion or so users, YouTube may be one of the most

users with similar tastes liked to the other. (Pinela, 2017) The less

powerful radicalizing instruments of the 21st century.« (2018)
There have been countless scandals around bias, especially

system, that tries to make out similarities of the content itself

centering around political topics, racism (Noble, 2018) and inequal-

and matches it to the user profile, generated on their preferences.

ity (Oppenheim, 2018), that criticize that Machine Learning can only

Knowledge-Based systems rely on user input. These systems are,

take into account, what users put into it. We, by no means, want to

Types of Recommendations and their Application

not include Netflix) is referring to the
highest performing tech companies on

It seems as if you are never ›hard core enough‹ for YouTube’s rec-

Theory

of the »big four« or GAFA, which do

sociologist Zeynep Tufekci conducted a self-test in which she

are Collaborative Filtering, Knowledge-Based and Content-Based
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ter, Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent. When
talking about the Internet, we prefer

02

Videos about jogging led to videos about running ultramarathons.

person-based counterpart is the content based recommender

of this group of companies include Twit-

Apart from that, there is the general critique of biased algo-

content is displayed to the user. Three of the most popular ones

Collaborative Filtering, as the overall most popular one,

01 FAANG (Facebook, Apple,
Amazon, Netflix and Google, extensions

Types of Recommendations and their Application
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say that AI-based algorithms are generally a bad thing. They do

the recommender writes. When we talk about media-effective

work well in many areas. But they also for sure have severe prob-

content, we therefore talk about content that is at first visually ap-

lems, and they are inherently in-transparent.

pealing and secondly provides a written preview, nudging the user

Next to algorithmically generated recommendations, many

to click on this link. At this point it becomes also fairly apparent,

platforms—social networks in particular—rely on personal recom-

that media effectiveness has little relation to the quality of the

mendations. Unlike previously described recommendations, those

content.

can also carry personal value in that a user could have an emotional connection with the recommender.
Personal recommendations naturally carry more value

While the commercialization of recommendations has been
a root for mistrust, there is one type of personal recommendation
that stands out among others. Our interviewees described it as

than the ones offered by a machine because we assign social

inspiring, valuable and the origin of further research. These rec-

meaning to them. Research on trust-based recommendations sug-

ommendations are the ones people receive directly from a friend

gests that one user is influenced by how much they trusts another,

or acquaintance. Links users receive over WhatsApp or Messen-

defining trust as »the subjective measure or a belief on a personal

ger—or, of course, directly in a conversation.

experience in a given context«. (Abdul-Rahman and Hailes, 2000)
Companies started using those social relationships (page
35: Para-Social Interaction)

to their advantage, placing ads and prod-

uct placements in Instagram posts or YouTube videos of influ-

Filter Bubbles
The term »Filter Bubbles« has been used a lot in the con-

encers. Various social media channels distribute extreme trends,

text of the one-sided display of information on political topics,

following specific aesthetics. Especially Instagram has proven to

leaving it with a generally bad connotation. We identify three

be a platform very prone to this type of recommendation. While

forms of bubbles on the Web: Topical bubbles, social bubbles and

it might be great for expanding businesses, it can also be harmful,

platform-specific bubbles.

resulting in issues like overcrowding with tourists in some places

The recommendation of content, adjusted for pleasing

or, more generally, suppressing diversity online. Instead of users

users on the Web and the goals of platform providers to keep

receiving diverse content from people they follow, there are a few

traffic on their sites has led to the reduction of diversity. In his

dominating themes, that are reinforced by algorithms filtering for

paper Designing interfaces for presentation of opinion diversity,

similar content, instead of showing content solely according to

Munson describes some of the issues of filter bubbles. The lack

recency, as many users may still believe. (Constine, 2018)

of being exposed to contrary arguments, and instead only being

If we take a closer look at social media, we will see that

confronted with like-minded people, in general leads to more

a lot of the content is optimized to be media-effective. Just like

extreme views. Inclusion of minority’s opinions can lead to more

sensational headlines in newspapers, today, videos, articles and

divergent thinking and improving skills in problem solving and

websites try to grab users’ attention through their titles and lurid

decision-making. He also addresses the topic that people, who

preview images. However, on the Internet, there is often no con-

feel like being part of a minority might hesitate to talk about

notation such as knowing in advance that a page will be rather

their views, because they do not want to challenge social harmo-

politically »right« or »left«. The content preview is all the context

ny (2009). These arguments mainly apply to controversial topics

we get. This means if we see a post with a link on Twitter, the

and topics that affect society in general. Instead of treating filter

only information we have before looking at the content is what

bubbles as generally bad, topical or social bubbles can as well be

20
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beneficial. Exploring niches or interests will be a lot easier if the
user is able to stay in a comparatively narrow bubble. In our interviews, people talked about being happy in niches on YouTube or

The Knowledge Graph
Introduced in 2012, this is an intelligent model that uses

in their topical bubble on Twitter—»going down the rabbit hole«

public sources to create relations between objects and gather

is the popular phrase one of our interviewees references. Bubbles

facts. It learns to understand words in their context and is thus

offer explorability inside of a topic, that guarantees relevant con-

able to interpret ambiguous expressions such as »Taj Mahal«,

tent, content a user will enjoy more likely than when always being

which could mean either the monument, the musician, or a restau-

confronted with opposing content. On another note, people find

rant. It is also responsible for the summaries—biographies or

new topics by being able to escape their existing filter bubble—

short descriptions—Google Search provides. It selects the

currently often by accident.

most relevant information on a topic and links together content,

Social bubbles might be problematic when they are limited

like »Pierre Curie« and »Marie Curie«. The knowledge graph also

to a group of extremists, but getting a recommendation from

makes use of other users’ search behavior to predict what people

someone whose expertise you trust most likely will be the most

will be looking for. (Sighal, 2012)

valuable one you can get—regardless of it being a friend or expert
on a topic. Twitter is one example, where the provided content,
when following the right people, can be extremely satisfying.
So while social and topical bubbles can be helpful in many

Crawlers
Crawlers are used to find content on the web, by checking

areas, platform-specific bubbles are mostly harmful. They foster

for newly emerging links. They discover new sites and bring data

monopolies, limit access to information and thereby the useful-

about these pages back to Google. Information about webpages

ness of the Internet as interconnected network of information.

is then analyzed using keywords, freshness, originality or other
parameters and stored in the Google search index.

Google Recommendation

Ratings And Reviews

The Search Algorithm

Some of Google’s search results are accompanied by a

The basic functionality of Google’s search algorithm in-

star-rating if the site provides special Mark-Up to optimize for

cludes the usage of language models and interpretation of spell-

that case. Other options to rate are directly offered by Google.

ing mistakes. It tries to understand what type of result a person

On Google Maps users get the opportunity to rate locations

is looking for based on descriptive words such as »pictures« or

such as restaurants or shops to provide better guidance for users

»opening hours« and then analyses how often or where keywords

navigating those locations. A reward system is used to encour-

from the query appear on a website using HTML-Tags. Instead of

age reviews. After rating enough places a person could become

just repeating the query, the results should answer the search by in-

»Local Guide«. Different levels used to be connected to different

terpreting its meaning. When providing a user with recommenda-

rewards, such as vouchers for the Google Play Music and Google

tions, the algorithm filters for variety in sources and an interpreta-

Play Movies, however, there seemed to be a reduction regarding

tion that is not too narrow. Google also incorporates the context of

those rewards.

users such as location, search history, settings. (Google Search, n.d.)
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Ratings and Reviews on Websites and in Apps
In the previous chapter, we talked about different types of
recommendations. What we did not look into yet is the most common form for the user to deal with those recommendations. It is
hard to imagine the commercial web without ratings and reviews.
They have become critical indicators for users to decide what to
buy, look at or visit, whether it is purchasing an article on Amazon or deciding on a Restaurant for a family dinner. Ratings are
virtually everywhere, guiding the user through large numbers of

Fig. 9

seemingly similar content blocks, trying to aid the decision-mak-

Feedback Sections

ing process.

Apart from general quantified systems, us-

To show how ubiquitous they are, we want to give a brief
overview of popular rating- and review systems, that are currently

ers are often offered to express their opin-

in use.

ion in the form of a review. When attached
to a star rating, it often provides information about their criteria. Contentwise, they
are more valuable than rating scales, especially because they can provide insights

Rating Scales

into other user’s judgment criteria and
motivations.

Rating scales use an interval scale, usually
with 5 or 10 intervals. On shopping sites,
star ratings are often accompanied by text
reviews or a more detailed view on the

Binary Rating

rating distribution. AirBnB both provides a
generalized rating and ratings on individual

Like and Dislike or Upvoting and Down-

categories like »Check-in« or »Cleanli-

voting are rating scales with just two in-

ness«.

tervals—so-called binary ratings. They
Fig. 8
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are frequently used for ranking content or

Ratings and Reviews on Websites and in Apps

Fig. 10
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expressing your opinion on social media.

ferent emotions, the user can express

In these cases, they are publicly visible.

Like, Love, Entertainment, Surprise, Sad-

Another common use is comment sections

ness and Anger. Using this system the

so people can express their agreement and

effort to understand the emotions people

disagreement with another user.

had on a post, is kept low, while also being
way more detailed than before. Of course,
those emotions are still fairly broad and

Upvoting

the options might not be sufficient for ev-

Fig. 13

eryone.

This is an even more simplified way of rating content. On Instagram or Twitter, the
user has an option to use the Heart-Button.
Other than Binary ratings there is just an upFig. 11

Following and Reposting

voting and showing support. Likes in some

When a user decides to follow someone or

cases serve as a form of »saving«.

repost their content, it is often not intend-

A less strict form of upvoting are Claps on

ed as a rating. But when deciding whom to

Medium. They are a more liberate expres-

follow—unless they know the person—pop-

sion of support for the author, by allowing

ularity suddenly becomes a relevant factor.

up to 50 Claps on one article, whereby the

On Github, repositories are judged on their

time a user spends clapping, expresses

number of forks and stars, which is essen-

their appreciation for the writing.

tially their form of following a repository.

Fig. 14

By following, forking or reposting a user
decides to invest their time, whereby they—
Comments and Discussions

maybe unintentionally—boost the popularity
of that content.

While Comments are not really viewed as
a form of rating, they provide substantial
insights into users’ opinion on a topic. They
allow expressing fine emotional nuances,
just like a review.

Awarding Users
While most of the time it is the users who
rate something, some sites award their

Fig. 12

users with status based on their behavior.
Reactions
In 2016 Facebook switched from a simple

Users of Stackexchange (Stackoverflow)
receive reputation based on their votes,
approved answers and edits.

Fig. 15

Upvoting to Reactions. With a total of 6 dif-
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Problems with objectification,
valuation and fake reviews

Verification and Approval
Those Mechanisms allows users with a

Before the Internet existed, an potentially self-proclaimed

special status in the given context to verify

expert would give a one-to-five-star rating and publish it in a

what other users claimed to be true.

printed magazine or book accompanied by a description of how

On Stackoverflow an author of a question

this rating came together. They provide insight into their evalua-

can pick the best solution for their issue.

tion criteria, pros and cons for a product. The Internet offers the

As a user on LinkedIn one can specify skills

opportunity to get hundreds or even thousands of assessments of

for oneself. Once specified, other users can

a product, which makes it pretty much impossible for the read-

endorse these skills, with differentiation

ers to keep track. What happens next is that usually only the star

between people who have worked with each

ratings are extracted from a review (if it exists at all in text-form)

other and people who have not.

and merged into one average rating. The result is a cumulation of
arbitrary, obscure criteria, expectations, and values.
Star ratings specifically have an issue with the binary dis-

These systems are just a categorization of the more wide-

tribution of ratings, the so-called J-curve, as users tend to pri-

ly used approaches. Lots of companies use other individually

marily rate products, whose performance they perceive as either

tailored systems on their platforms. The way a system is designed

extremely good or bad. That effect resulted in websites showing

strongly depends on its purpose.

distribution of rating on products in detail and YouTube exchang-

Overall, we can extract four main purposes of ratings and
reviews: Guidance for the user, feedback for the creator, global
ranking and filtering, personalized algorithm optimization.

ing their star ratings altogether for a thumbs-up and -down voting
system. (Hu, Zhang and Pavlou, 2009)
The J-curve poses the question, whether there is value
in those type of ratings at all if basically everything is labeled

Traditionally ratings have been provided to users, helping

»good«.

them to make a purchase decision. Indirectly or directly reviews

Fig. 16 J-Curve of Amazon ratings

thereby provide valuable insights for the creators of the given
content. Ranking and—in an interactive environment—filtering
provides easy access to the category. The only fairly new con-cept
is personalized algorithm optimization. In the age of Machine
Learning, platforms increasingly try to offer more tailored content to keep users on their site. They try to offer that tailored content at a scale that is impossible to do by hand. Netflix, Google
News, YouTube and Spotify use algorithms that include hundreds
of parameters to rank their content for the user. Both Google
News and Netflix at this point provide up- and downvoting, to
help train the algorithms.
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Conformation among Users

(and also passengers) are to please the other, but it also applies to
other situations. Comments on the Facebook Wall can be seen as
ratings of people, as well as approving a skill on LinkedIn. All of

In 2010, researchers conducted an experiment about confor-

these features impose pressure on a user. They are tightly con-

mation in user behavior on Facebook. Using existing Facebook

nected to topics like cyberbullying and mental health but they can

accounts and posting authentic status updates for 7 months, they

also be pivotal for getting or not getting a job. For these reasons

wanted to find out how likely people were to push the like but-

we want to take a step towards designing without rating people.

ton if a stranger pressed the like button, three strangers pressed

The next chapter will highlight this view, by providing deeper

the like button or a friend pushed the like button. While they did

insights into social relationships on the Web.

not find any changes when a stranger pressed »Like«, chances of
someone pressing the button doubled for multiple strangers and
quadruple in the case of friends (Egebark and Ekström, 2017). Existing
research on rational herding assumes that people imitate others
if they believe them to be better informed about something to promote their own, monetary self-interest (Bikhchandani et al. 1992, 1998).
Akerlof (1980), Jones (1984) and Bernheim (1994) are suggesting that prestige, esteem, popularity and acceptance are a cause
for conforming behavior.

Rating People

After analyzing the use of ratings on products, sites and
content, there is one case left we did not address yet. Service
providers are often seen on the same level as a product offered
by a company. Uber—a platform that enables private people to
work as cab drivers—is one example of these services. Their model is powered by a mutual rating system, where both the driver
and the passenger rate one another. Himanshu Khanna writes in
The psychology of rating systems:
»[…]If a driver’s rating was 4.6 or lower, Uber could consider deactivating their account. Almost 50 percent of these Uber
commuters will cancel their ride if the driver has a rating anything less than 4.5 (out of 5)« (2018)
This example underlines under how much pressure drivers
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Interview: Marco Lauritz on Rating Systems
One area strongly influenced by recommendations and

Editorial Reviews
While purchase advice is not the company’s focus, they

ratings is consumerism. We had the chance to speak to an expert

do offer well-founded product descriptions. An editorial team

on the topic—a designer at a company that focusses on provid-

curates them based on profound research upfront. This develop-

ing people on the Internet with the best price for a product in the

ment is one of its measures to move back to a more user-centered

German market. To achieve their goal, they collaborate with big

approach. Another one is to place »best deals« on the platforms

and small shops and compare the prices they offer on specific

front page. While those might be helpful steps to reclaim popular-

products. Marco has worked for that company for ten years. He

ity, Marco emphasizes, that, to be successful, the company would

provides us with deep insights into their motivations for specific

need to regain authenticity first.

features and his own opinion on the topic of recommendations.

Established and New Rating Systems
The influence of Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)
Right at the start, Marco explains that a lot of the decisions

Star-ratings are a widely adopted abstraction for an unreadable number of ratings.

they made came from optimizations for Google Search. User
ratings are pretty much irrelevant for what the company promises.

However, in classical star-ratings, generaliza-

Nonetheless, very early on, they chose to adopt them onto their

tion and averages diminish meaning. Platforms

platform.

address that well-known issue by showing the
distribution in detail.

Back then Google’s SEO algorithms were very
crude compared to today. As a result, user-gen-

At this point, Marco brings up AI. He says it is going to

erated content would help with improving their

be critical for future recommender systems. However, when

ranking in Google’s search index. Ratings and

we asked him specifically about fresher approaches by Netflix

reviews were one easy way of getting that traffic.

and Facebook01 he is critical about how well they will work.
He views Netflix’ system as too undifferentiated and felt that

Just like Amazon, they started by paying customers to
rate products. After they stopped, however, the number of new
ratings went down significantly. Today they have a total of more
than 500 000, but it is only increasing by about one each day.
Google’s SEO has come a long way since then. Marco’s

it did not work well for himself in the past, assuming that
his spectrum of interests is too broad.
We conclude our interview with him stressing, that to get

01 Netflix uses percentages of
how well a movie matches with your
usual watching behavior
Facebook lets the user choose reactions
to a post that range from happy over
surprised to being angry.

users to interact with feedback systems, it is necessary to enable
minimal feedback, using »just one click«.

company, in turn, has a hard time placing itself on the top of a
search today, which is an unsolved issue for them.
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Social Relationships
on the Internet

Para-Social Interactions
Para-social Interactions are a concept, first described by
Donald Horton and R. Richard Wohl in 1956 in their article »Observations on Intimacy at a Distance«. They describe one-sided
(non-reciprocal) relations between audience members and Personas, media (specifically TV-) personalities who are »not prominent in any of the social spheres beyond the media«.
»[The Persona’s] appearance is a regular and dependable
event, to be counted on, planned for, and integrated into the routines of daily life.« (Horton and Wohl, 1956)
This theory of Para-Social Relations relies on answering
roles: The Persona creates situations with anticipated reactions
and thereby dictates the interaction flow. As soon as the audience
members fulfill these answering roles, the para-social interaction
structure takes effect.
Furthermore, the Persona’s interaction with the camera
and reoccurring allusions or referrals to past happenings suggest

By connecting devices, the Internet inevitably connects the people operating them, too. And the reason we
need the Internet to be an environment that embraces
pluralism of information and content is that people are
inherently different from one another.

intimacy to the audience.

Relevance for today
The authors assume that most audience members realize
the one-sidedness of the relationship they might have with a Persona. However, hearing many stories similar to those of Diana,
that we will talk about in our next chapter (page 38: Interview with
Diana Scholl),

many young people do not differentiate as much.

And one could argue that the feeling of intimacy is ampliWhile providing humans with access to diverse content
is our primary objective, we first need to make sure to offer an

fied even more due to Personas posting videos from their private
lives or homes and giving their audiences names.

environment that celebrates the diversity of identity and thought.
Social pressure can be massive, and as we ultimately want our
users to navigate the Internet with a feeling of joy, we need to
address the topic of feeling accepted as a person. We, therefore,
investigated social structures and phenomenons that are formed
by Internet usage.
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Fig. 17 Model for content flow
on the Internet.
This modle is a strak abstraction and
used to stress the role of tastemakers—
human component, wiht the ability to
set trends—in current systems.

Interview: Diana Scholl on being an Influencer

as such by all of her followers, Diana says. There have been situations where she was greeted by strangers on the street, as if
they knew her personally, looking surprised as soon as she asks
who they are. She is proud, but careful at the same time, knowing
about the influence she has on others, stating that it is »great to
have this kind of impact on people when you use it right—but then

Social media influencers are modern opinion leaders for

again, who knows what’s right?«

Internet users. So we conducted an interview with one to gain
more insights on what relationships to fans and having a signi-

The Pressure of Providing Exclusivity

ficant impact on others is like online.

Diana says she sometimes feels a high pressure to find and
post new and exclusive content. She especially did during her ear-

Diana is a German blogger, posting personal recommendations, advice, happenings, and advertisements on her blog and

ly times as an Instagram influencer, where she posted content on

her Instagram channel doandlive. On Instagram, Diana reaches

pinpointed topics every day. Now that she has changed from topi-

more than 88 000 followers, which provides her with a large area

cal to more spontaneous posting, she says that she has not only

of influence.

lost some of her old followers but feels less pressure, too, since
she »became the exclusive content« herself.

The Making of an Influencer
Ups and Downs of receiving hundreds of Reactions

We asked Diana about her thoughts on
why she has so many people interested in what

Sometimes Diana wishes, she could post specific content

she does. She answered that being at the right

without receiving feedback. But on the other hand, positive feed-

place (Instagram) at the right time (back when

back, like people thanking her for being deeply inspiring, streng-

lifestyle and fitness blogging was not as big as

then her belief in »why [she is] doing this.« She also likes to check

it is today) made her popular among many peo-

back with her community, so she gets to know them better.

ple. She also mentioned that she thinks she
might have appeared suitable as an approach-

Being a Curator

able digital friend that is not too perfect in looks
and behavior.

Being an influencer means being a curator to Diana. She
has to act as a filter, letting through the content that suits her personal beliefs and might be attractive to her audience, too.

Para-Social Interactions in
Recommendations
Para-Social Interactions as described
within the previous chapter (page 35) are definitely existent and sometimes are not perceived
Fig. 18 An excerpt from Dianas Instagram Page
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The People’s Choice

tions between Internet stars and their followers: Their followers’
reactions influence influencers themselves through comments,

Voting. A study of opinion formation in a presidential campaign. was the title of a 1954 study released by Berelson, Lazarsfeld, and McPhee. The researchers described the influence of
media (mainly television and radio) on people’s political beliefs

messages, and likes based on which they tend to adjust their content (page 38: Interview with Diana Scholl).
We describe another theory that is more applicable to today’s mass media, and mainly the Internet on the next pages.

during the USA’s presidential election of 1948. Their principal
findings were that decisionmaking (on how to vote) mostly takes
place within a social context and therefore is not strongly influenced by mass media campaigns (television and radio). The

The Digital Identity

media often acts as an amplifier to people’s (political) beliefs, due
to them predominantly consuming media matching their values.
They named two roles, that are assumed by people: Opinion

Eleanor Rosch was the first to describe the prototype theory (1975), which states that humans use prototypes to define

Leaders and Followers. These roles were determined by asking

natural categories. As opposed to establishing a category through

the participants two questions beforehand. Opinion Leaders were

an abstract description or setting its’ boundaries, classes are a

those who answered both questions with a »yes«:

cumulation of its members with a different level of how well they
represent the category. (Rosch, 1978)

»Have you tried to convince anyone of your
political ideas recently?«

When someone talks to us about a »designer«, it will create
a reasonably specific image in our mind. Depending on experi-

»Has anyone asked your advice on a political
question recently?«

ences and social norms it might be a fashion designer who wears
black turtlenecks and is extremely good at sketching or someone
more laid back, spending their day either in front of a Macbook or

Based on their model of Opinion Leaders and Followers, a

by putting sticky notes on a wall. While those prototypes can

so-called Two Step Flow of Communication had been constructed

differ from person to person, they are usually firmly bound to the

by Lazarsfeld and Katz, as explained in their book Personal Influ-

people’s cultural background and social setting. Therefore, as ex-

ence (1955) where Opinion Leaders are influenced by media, while

plained in The Social Machine, it is inevitable to sort people into

the primary influence for Followers are Opinion Leaders.

categories, that we associate with them. We have to do that to
understand the world around us. (Donath, 2014)
Digital Platforms should encourage these categories to be

Relevance

as close to reality as possible. Mismatches are harmful and can

The finding of people being influenced mostly by other

result in conflict. (Donath, 2014)

people can be observed in present mass media, too. Influencers
are our modern day Opinion Leaders.
However, many people, including ourselves, criticize the
Two Step Flow Theory since a one-way flow of information is
rarely possible. Especially when projecting the model on interac-
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about a person and try to fit them into one category. Users online

If we want to design an Internet that encourages interper-

have—with restriction—the chance to reveal as little or as much

sonal communication and recommendation, we have to remem-

about them, as they want. In turn, when someone judges solely

ber, that people are—with good reason—extremely skeptical to-

based on a screen name, they might still have strong associations,

wards platform providers. When basing personalized systems

that are entirely different from the actual identity of their counter-

on user data, we have to take into account, that they might not

part. On the other hand, the Web also offers the opportunity to be

be willing to share a lot of personal data online, or that the data

free from physical attributes. This chance led Donath to pose the

they provide is not necessarily completely honest. On another

following question:

note, we also have to be careful with anonymity on the Web, as
it could be a source for bias and misunderstanding among users

»Can we design social spaces in which people

if they are judge each other based on sparse information.

make better sense of each other than they do face
to face–that ameliorate the prejudices stemming
from physical trait-based impressions, while also
avoiding the confusion and deceptions of easy,
ungrounded identity claims?« (2014)
Donath gives a brief overview of the development of identity online: In the early days of the Web, there was the idealistic
view of a disembodied cyber-utopia. Back then, communities
were mostly scientific. They imagined a place, where, detached
from superficial looks, people could choose any identity they
wanted. However, instead of embracing diversity, users started
to use their anonymity to post hate speech and unwanted pornographic content. Consequently, when social media, such as
Facebook, popped up, they required people to use their realworld identity to sign in. (2014)
Recently, as a measure against discrimination and harassment, Austria’s National Council passed a law that obliges services that allow posting on their platforms to require personal
data to verify their users, when they register. (2019)
This trend presents a stark contrast to the users’ desire to
remain anonymous, especially after numerous scandals regarding
the selling of personal data to large companies. Most notably is
Facebook with its data scandals in 2005, 2007, 2009, 2013, and
2014. (Sanders and Patterson, 2019)
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Pace and Attention
Economy

Radiotage 1997, he explains his idea of the »global acceleration
crisis« and how it connects to less qualitative media content (and
the importance of radio).
Kafka contrasts the successful principles of biological innovation with what we call innovation nowadays. Biological change
happens as genes mutate and get passed onto new generations,
in case they prove useful, and will then spread even faster. From
Peter Kafka’s perspective, these processes are a paragon for
how qualitative and sustainable things should spread. Innovation
nowadays though, means selecting superficially useful ideas and
realizing them, he says.

In recent years, the Humane Tech Movement
emerged, led and followed by people that criticize the
persuasive and addictive traits of today’s technology.
Parallels with traditional media critique point to issues
with the speed of distribution and lowering attention
spans encouraged by the media.

Globalization enables us to spread ideas much faster than
before—broadcasting them across the globe before a proper validation process can take place.
Now, one could argue that through the Internet, the speed
of distribution of ideas has increased even further, resulting in
sharing of more low-quality content and the increasing consumption of unnecessary media, as Biggel states it, too.
The main question our interview with Professor Biggel and
the speech of Peter Kafka raised, regarding our solution for
a pluralist Internet, is: Do we have to decrease the speed of how

Fig. 19 Peter Kafka (1933-2000)
often criticized the pace of innovation
and the growing desire for consumption
in todays society that goes hand in
hand with a lack of understanding for
sustainability.

we find and share content on the Internet to maintain a high level
In an interview with professor and relationship therapist

of quality?

Franz Biggel from the University of Applied Sciences of Schwäbisch Gmünd, he explained his view on the issues of today’s

We concluded that a verification process is

»attention economy« and a decrease in quality (in media). Biggel

taking place, whenever someone shares content

states that society’s rising urge to consume will reduce the amount

because it is of a certain quality. As algorithms,

of sustainable and high-quality products on the market as well

however, often struggle to recognize quality, we

as of content on the Internet. This urge to absorb new things is

want to reduce their use in recommendations and

pushing faster than qualitative content or products can be created.

increase the number of suggestions by real people, because they, in contrast to algorithms, can
take their time to reflect upon quality.

An Excelleration Crisis
Peter Kafka, a German philosopher, and physicist, to whom

With a look back at classics of media critique, one can see

Biggel also refers, has a similar opinion on the development of

that many of the critical points made back then about how the me-

media. In an essay, recorded from his speech at the Nürnberger

dia and entertainment industry—mainly TV and Radio—are influ-
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encing society, are similar to those we find today. Neil Postman in

Infinite feeds can be useful if an infinite number of links (or

his well-known book Amusing ourselves to death, makes the point

amount of inspiration) is wished by the user. However, as soon as

that the way we think about intelligence and wisdom and our val-

users would like to narrow down possibilities, e.g. when trying to

ues regarding these topics is shaped profoundly by the me-

select the »best« option for them, infinite feeds can push the user

dia and available types of content, such as valueing logic and

into spending more time on their search than they initially wanted

natural sciences in the age of literature and rhetorics and articu-

to.

lation in the pre-print era. Media shapes how long we are able

Clickbait titles—persuasive headlines, designed to spark a

to concentrate and how willing we are to focus our attention. »Is

strong curiosity within people to make them consume content

there any audience of Americans today who could endure seven

even if they didn’t initially intend to—are a phenomenon that has

hours of talk? or five? or three? Especially without pictures of

increasingly spread throughout the Internet during recent years.

any kind?«, he asks rhetorically—because our means of accessing

(Rony, Hassan and Yousuf, 2017) These

the same information are much more flexible, allowing for a lot

their media-effectiveness does not necessarily reflect the content

faster, customizable consumption of that same content. Postman,

quality. In addition they often portrait a highly exaggerated or

however, does not see the problem in individuals, but rather in

distorted image of the underlying content.

titles are often misleading since

Douglas Rushkoff, founder of the »Team Human«-movement

society itself, as being vulnerable to distraction. (1985)
While he explicitly dissociates himself from classical media

criticizes today’s technology on another level. He states that peo-

critique quite a few times, he still makes his point against speed

ple are surrendering to technology by letting it direct their lives

and dispersion. (1985)

and putting it above themselves. We agree with Rushkoff to the
extent that we think it is useful to connect people to one another
and to let them exchange suggestions instead of leaving them to

Humane Digital Products

technological algorithms only. (Rushkoff, 2018)

One of the leading figures behind Humane Tech, ethicist
and essayist Tristan Harris, who co-founded the Center for Humane Tech, has released several articles, pointing out many design issues. In our design we would like to minimize the use of
the following persuasive patterns that make people want to spend
more time on it than they normally would:
Variable rewards that occur intermittently, making the users
want to reuse a feature multimple times in hope of being rewarded
once more—like pulling the lever on a slot machine.
FOMO (fear of missing out) or FOMSI (fear of missing
something important) means people have been convinced that
a platform is a very important channel for certain content, so

Fig. 20 Tristan Harris (*1985)

they are in fear of missing it for the time they are not spending

former Design Ethicist at Google, criti-

on the platform. (Harris, 2015)

cizes FAANG companies for disrespecting users’ attention.
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Synthesis and Ethics

When designing for vast platforms like the Internet, focusing not only on satisfying individual users but
satisfying communities in parallel is a crucial as well as
challenging task. In order to establish togetherness that
is comfortable for every user on the platform, creating
guidelines for the community is inevitable.
Crazy 8s, »How Might We...?«-questions, numerous
ideation sessions, card sorting, defining user needs and
top insights, led us to create our core opportunity areas
as well as design principles our system is built upon.

How Might We…?

In order to support our further ideation
processes, we created a large pool of »How
Might We...?«-questions. (Fig. 21)

Fig. 21
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How Might We…?

Threats and Limitations
of the Web

will quickly notice, that the platform is mainly inhabited by
racist, with very few opposing opinion, unhindered in posting
extrimist content.

The Internet is a network at a global scale—and when
problems appear on powerful platforms, they will affect
millions of users.
Fig. 22 One of the milder comments on gab.com

Previously we explored algorithmic bias (page 19), generalization, and mainstream. But sometimes racism, inequality,
gendering, and sexism are already prevalent in users’ lives, and
when they go online, they take these views with them.
We spoke to Jan-Christoph Borchardt, who describes him-

Social Media is not the only place where inequality has an
enormous effect. Wikipedia, which we rarely think about as a social network, has a share of less than ten percent female editors.

self as an open source designer, minimalist and feminist. He

(Art+Feminism, 2019) Articles

says that the Web is split. There are cases in which the Internet

rejected as insignificant than those of men with similar achieve-

can be a precious place for marginalized groups to gather—peo-

ments. The New York Times reports that editors attacked their

ple having rare diseases, people who are hidden in society offline.

L.G.B.T coworkers in the past and that there have been edit wars 01

But there are also fascist groups, spreading hate and intolerance.
If a platform that allows free, uncontrolled expression of

about women are more likely to be

on whether to use peoples’ gender or biological sex in articles.
(Jacobs, 2019)

opinion gets populated by the political right, racists or misogy-

On another note, we also see the limitations of the Internet.

nists, it often reinforces their beliefs and makes it easy for them

Not everyone can or wants to access it. The Web is itself a bubble,

to attack others for disagreeing.

representing only a specific demographic and should not be treat-

Jan-Christoph refers to gab.com, a tool, which claims to

based on society online is dangerous and discards many other

to empower users. Looking at the website’s comments, the viewer

prevalent opinions.

Synthesis and Ethics

Threats and Limitations of the Web

opposing opinions

ed as a minified version of the real world. Making predictions

support comments on every side and to allow free discussion and
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of individual articles by editors with
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User Needs

In awareness of opportunities and weaknesses of the actual state of the Internet, we derived User Needs from our pre-

03

If the consumption of
content is part of their
downtime, it should be inspiring or leave a feeling of
excitement.

04

When a user is part of a
social network, they should
be appreciated by others.

05

Users should not feel
frustrated because they
cannot find what they were
searching for.

06

Exclusive content fosters diversity and provides
a feeling of being unique
inside of a large network.

vious research, including qualitative user interviews. We mostly
concentrated on the needs regarding content discovery, but also
respected the social element of the problem by reflecting on our
research on social networks and relationships on the Internet (page
34: Social Relationships).

Most of these needs are directed towards

the influence on users’ feelings while executing a particular action,
while the essential needs deal with providing valuable content.

01

02
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User Needs

The quality of content
should be guaranteed prior
to its consumption.

Users should be enabled to receive new, less
repetetive content.

User Needs
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07

Users should be able to
interact with likeminded
people and receive inspiration from them.

08

Users should not feel
pressured when sharing,
but instead enjoy doing so.

09

When sharing content, users should not feel
stressed by feedback they
receive or don’t receive.

10

When trying to focus,
users should not be distracted by other content
competing for their attention.

User Needs

Fig. 23 A snippet of our user needs and insights map

User Needs
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Exploration of
Fast Decisionmaking
For our Sprint on the topic of fast decisionmaking we decided to focus on concepts
of fast evaluation, meaning that in order
to decide whether a user would like to see
content or not, they need to know the es-

Fig. 29

sence of the content’s topic, the mood it
represents and/or quantitive data like »time
needed for consumption«.
Fig. 28

So the main »How Might We...?« question
addressed in this sprint was:
»How might we make the content’s substance understandable at first glance?«
accompanied by »How might we get peo-

Fig. 26

ple to explore content that’s outside of the
mainstream?« and »(...) keep subjective
opinions subjective?«.
Fig. 25
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Fig. 24

Fig. 27
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Exploration of
Diverse Content
Fig. 31

Fig. 33

Fig. 34

Fig. 38

Fig. 35

After exploring different options for aiding in the process of content selection,
we decided to further explore in which di-

Fig. 36

rection our project could develop. As a
means of synthesis, we sketched different
possibilities for discovering new content
with the premise that it should offer diverse
options.
Many of the features we scribbled were already rooted in personal recommendations
or »inspecting« other peoples activities

Fig. 32

and explorations. On another note they also dealt with the topic of inspirational sessions, that were not limited through the
time spent in the browser, but by the time
the user is interested in that topic.

Fig. 37
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Easy Sharing

often did not reach the right audience or not done at all because
people felt like there was no audience. With passive sharing, people would be able to share content that is then delivered to others
who are interested.

The Direct Share
Direct sharing is similar to the already widely spread sharing method of using instant messenger to send a recommendation link. When we speak of direct sharing, though, we not only
mean sending links to someone but again providing them with the

In our user interviews, we found that many people are
worried about their postings not being well received—either because it does not reach the people who would be
interested in it or because it does not appeal to a mainstream audience.

shared content as when it fits their intentions.
Using a low fidelity prototype (Fig. 39-Fig. 44) we conducted
an informal user test, to get an impression of how these types of
sharing would be received and get an understanding of the initial
impression they would leave to the users. We also wanted hear
people’s opinion about anonymous sharing and what their pros
and cons would be.
While we mostly received positive feedback, and the idea
that the receiver would only get suitable content seemed logical,

We, therefore, set out to design a sharing model that elim-

the direct sharing was often misunderstood as messageing, that

inates these issues by alleviating the pressure of receiving likes—

most people would rather use to share to their friends, it seemed

which act as status symbols—from the recommender and letting

to associated strongly with social networks.

people who truely care about the recommendation receive them.
Easy sharing means creating the least effort and thereby eliminating another hurdle for people to use the sharing features.
This premise resulted in two sharing concepts, both of
which are designed to be reachable at any time and on any content
one is browsing:

The Passive Share
People would like to share content to recommend something although they do not know if there is someone interested
in it. In the past, this was either done via social media posts that
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The different states of the
Sharing Element in the order
shown to our Interviewees
Fig. 42
Direct Share
Pop-Up

Fig. 39
Initial state with
sharing options
and recommendations

Fig. 43
searching for a
receiver

Fig. 40
Passively shared

Fig. 44
selecting multiple
receivers

Fig. 41
Metadata to a
recommendation
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Design Principles

Protect People from
being judged

Avoid biases and harassment
and instead encourage tolerance.
Building an environment where a
person and what they accomplish is
not judged directly, enables personal
development but also implies more
privacy.

Provide diverse
Perspectives through
Interconnectivity

A website usually only provides
access to a limited range of information. Given the total amount of content on the Internet, a system should
support accessing topic-related crossplatform information anytime to prevent the one-sided formation of opinions and encourage an exploratory,
inspirational navigation throughout
the web.

Enable Users to set
constraints

Filter bubbles can be useful in
some cases, so we let the user decide how far away the content they
see is from their original query. Providing the user with such tools also
provides more transparency to the
recommendation process.

Throughout our research, we kept dealing with paradox
issues. The same features that would be well suited for one case
would turn out to be terrible in another. Anonymity is great for
encouraging free expression, but also promotes harassment. Filter bubbles are amazingly comfortable for the individual, but also
strengthen unilateral and extremist views. Having one platform
for matching one objective, like Amazon for shopping, facilitates
navigation and exploration of that topic, but is also a threat to
small content providers and diversity and simplifies abuse by the
provider.

Fig. 45 Design Principles

With the establishment of Design Principles, partially based
on ethics, partially on our user research, we gave ourselves rules
to follow, when dealing with such paradoxes, while, as a team, we
benefited from developing a shared understanding of our goals.
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Value the Users’ Time

To spent time on the Internet,
can be seen as an investment. One
should thus aim to provide fast navigation through content instead of
displaying context-less weak links.
Users should be capable of grasping
the essence of content, without having to fully consume it. Providers of
content should prevent »Clickbaits«,
general misinformation and misinterpretation.

Do not objectify subjective Opinions

Values and demands towards
content and objects on the Internet
differ greatly from person to person.
Current rating scales (e.g. the fivestar-system) abstract opinions, which
are based on varying evaluation criteria, and try to calculate an average,
that for the single user has respectively little validity.

Respect Creators and
Receivers

Monopolies or platforms and influencers with wide reach should not
receive special support or be valued
more than small content providers. In
reverse, however, this does not mean,
that content creators should be limited in their work and creativity.
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Design Principles

Conclusion
How can we provide humans of the Internet with diverse inspiration and new content fitted to their current
needs and individual interests, using methods that are
also accessible to small content providers and individuals and create value for people on the World Wide Web in
the long run?

How did our research influence what we initially said about
digital pluralism? How could it actually integrate in a browser or
a search engine? There are many manifestations of pluralism and
not all should always be pushed onto users.
The information one person is provided with in one specific
situation does not always have to be diverse, but the sum of accessible content on the Web should be, serving differing individuals
and breaking platform bubbles. And for that we need to tackle the
way content is spread and linked. We have to respect the different
motivations to use the Web and provide means to control recommendations accordingly.
At this point the problem we faced was also an ethical one—
on the one hand we wanted to make it easy to find new, qualitative, inspiring content, and on the other hand, we did not want to
become part of the inhumane system of distracting notifications,
endlessly scrolling feeds, and monotonous, judgmental social
networks. We wanted to leverage the benefit of personal recommendations, not for direct interaction, but with people as authorities that can decide if content is high quality and worth spreading.
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Conclusion

Fig. 46 Key Areas

3

Systematic Application

We developed a system that accompanies the user
from entering the Web throughout on-site browsing. An
adaption for mobile and desktop addresses a wide range
of Use Cases and covers the most commonly used platforms. While on the desktop it is mainly located on Browser-level, the mobile version interconnects with the Operating System.

Conceptual
Fundamentals

Interests assign authority to people the receiver trusts
18: Types of Recommendatinons).

(page

Receivers only get shared content

as recommendations when the sender explicitly assigned the recommender to an interest. Interests thereby take the burden off
the sender, whether their shares are relevant. Instead, the sharer
can rely on their subjective judgment of the content’s quality.
The decision, when to look at a particular interest stays
with the users, pretty much like deciding to read a magazine or
to watch a documentary on a topic.

Instead of talking about »search results« or »links«
we prefer the term recommendation for once to enhance
that it is something positive (meaning: no hate-speech
and harassment)—but also because it suggests that
people use it for sharing qualitative content. It also describes the fitness of it for the user’s intention.

While having the ability to explore one topic in depth is
very powerful in respect of finding niches that are related to what
one is already interested in and guarantee relevance of individual
recommendation, interests can, when standing alone, create a
feeling of being »trapped« in one topic. There is little opportunity
for escaping one’s filter bubble and expand the horizon to something one would not usually dive into. Using a limited cumulated
feed of interests and further recommendations, that is visible
upon request, enables exploration, free from unwanted monotony
and domain-restriction.

Entry Points
The system supports the four types of intentions (page 8:
Types of Users).

The search query is suitable for outcome-oriented

purposes and the most common entry point to the Internet. In
contrast to conventional search engines, the system refrains from
assuming users’ intentions and contexts, if they do not explicitly
communicate them, like when looking for a location.
For satisfying the needs of a user searching for something
specific, the system incorporates fast access to a section dedicated
to often visited, bookmarked or highly relevant sites (such as the
query for a website name), while others are affected by the filtering and sorting options.
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Platforms

Mobile
On a mobile device, Internet-based platforms are often

Desktop

turned into isolated Apps to be easily accessible and independent from restrictions imposed by the browser. While this is

The current state of web-based software is, that, on desk-

commercially advantageous, it has the side effect of creating

top, (except for expert software) platforms mostly accessed via

even greater barriers for free, cross-platform exploration.

a Webbrowser. These Browsers—in combination with a search

The mobile system therefor not only affects the mobile

engine—already cover the topics of effective direct search, stor-

browser but the operating system, too, by taking installed

ing and bookmarking. So instead of trying to redesign an entire

apps into account within a search. Additionally, the OS inte-

browser, we choose to focus on the subject of exploration and

gration enables »on-the-go«-options and recommendations

discovery.

being shown on every app as soon as it is required by the user.

We also decided to renounce the differentiation of search
engines and browsers, to offer consistency and more seamless
integration of recommendations with remaining browser features.

Integration with the browser
The designed system partly intersects with or overwrites parts of the
existing browser functionality, the most

Fig. 48 Mobile Structure

significant change being to entirely
replaced the initial state when opening
up the browser or a new tab.

Fig. 47 Desktop Structure

We presuppose that Bookmarks
as in Safari or Chrome exist. They can
be saved to or recalled from within our
system.
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Integration of Social Media

Fig. 49 Social Media Integration

While we offer multiple types of recommending content
inside of our system, we also take note that a lot of sharing might
still happen on external social networks like Twitter, WhatsApp,
or Facebook. By connecting the system to a personal account on a
social network, it will be able to retrieve the received suggestions
and use them as part of the recommendations. We thereby do
not require the user to share the same site on multiple platforms
redundantly. On the receiver’s side, the user can view the entire
collection of shares, without the need to go through tons of feeds
and messages.
Apart from that, the system enables users to follow people who do not use it themselves by accessing their public social
media accounts.
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Core Concepts

versely has the effect of recommendations seeming either random
or limiting. If the algorithm decides for the user to look only at
content that is similar to what they usually favor, it takes away the
opportunity for people to branch out of their comfort zones and

Humans as authorities for declaring
qualitative content

limits the possibility of exploring different mind-sets. There is no
way for the user to make use of the Internet’s enormous potential
to provide diverse content, which merely due to its size, no other
source of information can provide.

An algorithm alone cannot decide what quality is. It can

We want to encourage curiosity and support it with tools to

filter for specific parameters of objective quality (page 17: Website

alter topical distance while browsing. Instead of our initial idea of

Parameter Cluster),

a freely customizable slider, we chose to provide a less granular

but to judge subjective quality, emotions or prefe-

rences, humans—due to their unique characters—are more suited.

option by subdividing it into three areas: Close, adjacent, and dis-

Similar to social networks, a model of following and followers

tantly related, which is easier to process and always offers visible

allows users to share and receive recommendations from people,

changes.

the user connects with emotionally or people whose opinion they
value. As trust is not unconditional (page 18: Types of Recommendations),

people are assigned to interests to decrease the amount of

irrelevant content.

Diversity of content through
cross-platform linking

It is not possible to explore the interests, followers, and followings of other people, to avoid the side effect of follower count

We explored earlier, why and how monopolies are harm-

as a »rating« of a person and their popularity. However, upon the

ful to the Web (page 19: Types of Recommendations). We nevertheless

initial creation of an account for the system, users get the option

do not want to restrict content providers, so we instead add a

to import contacts from WhatsApp or Twitter, to get a large num-

layer on top of the existing sites, that creates new connections

ber of people to refer to right away.

among platforms. Neither are those thereby entirely managed by

Algorithms augment the sorting of shared information by

the website creators, nor are they organized by biased platform

interpreting objective parameters such as how old a link is, the fit-

users. Instead, their themes are the connecting element. The rec-

ness for a topic and its relevance compared to other suggestions.

ommendation can originate from a person, who has never visited
the website the user is currently viewing and could thereby offer
an entirely new perspective.

Alterable filter bubbles supporting the
user’s intention and context

These suggestions will most likely compete with existing
recommendations offered by the platform. We decided against
intervening with their recommendations nevertheless because we
value the independence of creators and regulation is harmful to

Usually, platforms either hardcode fixed parameters for
topical closeness directly into their algorithms, or they try to

the free expression of small content providers equally as much as
for larger ones.

assume the user’s intention using keywords and context. That re-
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Sorting of Recommendations

The Bubble Size
The mental model behind changing the bubble size is that
elements of information (mostly webpages or app views) are arranged in a two-dimensional space. The closer two items are to
one another, the stronger is their topical relation. The user is located somewhere on that canvas, defined by either a search query,
interest or currently visited website.
By selecting a bubble size, the user selects the size of the
area around themself on the generated 2D-space, from which elements should be shown to them. This means, that if the bubble
size is set to large, the user will not just get recommendations for
pages/elements close to them (in the small bubble area) on the first
page of the results, but also some elements from the area within
the medium and the large bubble size are.
In case the user had first set the bubble size to small and will
then change it to a larger one, keeping the same query, they will
be shown even less elements from the small bubble size area (after changing the size), so they do not encounter content they have
seen just before.
An algorithm that is able to define the localization of the
user and the consumable elements on the two-dimensional space
could work as follows in Fig. 50.
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Fig. 50 Sorting and Bubble Sizes

Settings & Filter Options
Further filtering options, as well as those already introduced, always affect the content provided by our system only.

A Feasible Method

All the recommendation views—be it the ones that appear after
a search query or the ones that are shown on the go—can be fil-

A Desirable Method

tered by various parameters.
Important user settings such as blocking and unfollowing

Aside from its feasibility, it would be more

people, deactivating personalization or basic settings like log-

desirable to use an algorithm that does not

ging out must be available, too.

rely on Google in order to define where the
user will be located on the 2D-space but
instead has its own mechanics to recognize

Fig. 51 Feasable Sorting

topics meant by the users’ queries.

Prioritization of recommendations
After the definition of how content that will be shown to the

In oder for the algorithm to define what is

The method by which the pages are allocat-

user is selected, there are still rules to be defined in order to sort

meant by the user’s query and thereby lo-

ed, including LDA, could remain the same.

that content. For every kind of recommendation view, we defined

cating them on the 2D-space, the first three

parameters and their importance by which the recommendations

Google results could be used as exemplary

are sorted. (Fig. 53)

pages. (Fig. 50)

Additionally, repetitions of the same or very similar content

The algorithm then—e.g. through Latent

(appearing on various webpages) or showing multiple contents

Dirichlet Allocation—could square the key

from the same platform or source after another should be avoided

words and topics of these exemplary pag-

by our system.

es with the ones of every page recognized
by our system. Pages that have a lot of key
words (and therefor topics) in common, will

Fig. 52 Desireable Sorting

then defined to be closer to each other on
the 2D-space, than such with less similar
key words.
These keywords will be found not only in
written text but also in HTML and metadata
as well as in videos with spoken language.
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Fig. 53 Recommendation Sorting

Limitations and
Humaneness

While, in theory, it is possible to provide endless
recommendations, we limit their number to avoid long
phases of passive and unintentional browsing.
Especially inside of the »Stroll«-section, which is fairly
general, there is a danger of it being a distraction rather than an
entry point to the actual valuable content.
On-site recommendations are limited to a maximum of four
at a time unless the user decides to change the recommendation
options. In that case, the system would generate a new set with
four different recommendations.
While we decided against pages due to reasons of usability,
we choose to insert indicators in the feed, that, in intervals, tell
the user how many recommendations they have already watched.
In case the user is not trying to explore, they can quickly
turn off recommendations entirely. We designed the system in
respect of providing inspiration in context, which means that any
form of notification or messaging would be detrimental to it, as it
would distract from the current focus. We consciously leave it to
platforms dedicated to enabling discourse and active communication to take on the part of instant suggestions and commenting.
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Practical Application

For the final interaction and visual design, we focussed
on delivering an unobtrusive experience. We went through
multiple iterations of visual design before getting to the
final state shown on the following pages.
As we focussed mainly on the conception of mechanisms that would address our core problems, the following screens should not be seen as an all-encompassing
product, but rather as an interconnected system of propositions for navigating the explorable Internet.
For the communication of the project, we will create a
website which explains the value and the exact operating
behavior of our system.
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Fig. 54 General Information Architecture

Initial Entry Points

The mobile version integrates into the regular OS-Search. It does not require an application to be open beforehand.
Most features of the App can be accessed

Fig. 56 Desktop Home Screen

via that search by typing in a Quick command such as »Stroll« or the name of an
Interest.

The initial view on the desktop when opening a browser starts with a simple view of
search bar and Interests. The reduced visual style based on the look of the operating system should cause as little distraction as possible. There are no nudging
notifications or alerts.
An explanatory onboarding would assist
see Platforms on page 76
for a more detailed explanation on

the first use of the system. We valued a
minimal look over complete understand-

the differencen in mobile and desktop

ability, to be able to offer a more content-

application.

focused experience in the long run.

Fig. 55 Mobile Home Screen
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The Stroll
Similar to a feed, the Stroll is a collection
of received recommendations. Their number is, however, limited. Except for direct
shares, interests are the primary source for
stroll-results.

Fig. 58 The Stroll acessed using the system search

Fig. 57 The Stroll accessed using the system search
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Interests
Interests represent the preferences of a
user. While they are mostly aiding the long
term use, people can also use them for outcome-oriented browsing, that is supposed
to go over the course of a day because they
also rely on past direct or passive shares,
that fit the category. One such use case
would be looking for a new »Mobile phone.«
By adding the keywords »shopping« and
»releases« the interset will primarily collect
user-generated content, but also fill it up
with algorithmic matches when the number
of personal recommendations is too small.
see Entry Points on page 74
for the basic concept behind Interests

Fig. 59 Exploring the interest »Presentation«
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An Interest uses a customized algorithm
to get a better understanding of the user’s
definition of that subject. It is fed with the
content of received shares the user looks
at and thereby able to specify the topic and
supplement the keywords the person used
to describe the interest upon creation.

Fig. 60 The »Presentation«-Interest on mobile.
Fig. 62 Creating the Interest »Presentation«

Fig. 61 Expanded mobile sidebar
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Direct Search

The direct search is the alternative for
what conventional search engines offer. While personal recommendations
are still prioritized, regular search results of high relevance are mixed into
the feed.

Fig. 65 Search results with »Quick Find«-element

Fig. 64 Search Query with mixed Web- and App Results

Fig. 63 Search Results with a Map-element
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Fig. 67 Zoomed in personal recommendations of the Map-Element

Fig. 66 Quick Find on Desktop

The »Quick Find«-area offers results from
bookmarked sites or extremely relevant results such as: Searching for the name of a
popular website would provide that website
instantly.
We decided to depict the Map-Use-Case as
a particular case that occurs quite often and
differs strongly from the regular result list.
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Direct Shares
Fig. 68 Mobile received Direct Shares

Fig. 69 Received Direct Shares on Desktop

The »Direct Share«-section provides the
user with an overview of their received
shares in chronological order. Not only does
it collect recommendations from the tool itself, but also those from external networks.
It is one of our very few features surrounding storage and recollection.

Direct Shares

Practical Application
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Connections
Apart from adding people to an interest in
when editing it, the user can drag people
from the »Following«-section directly onto
the Interest.
When the user opens up this section, they
will occasionally receive suggestions on
who to follow, which are mostly made up of
people that follows the user, but whom the
user does not follow back (not part of Figure).

Fig. 70 Following and Followers section
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Sorting and
Filtering

Fig. 74 Desktop Filtering Options

Fig. 73 Mobile Filtering Options

Personalized feeds are incredibly comfortable for users, but at the same time, they
contain the danger of being able to see a
neutral reflection of content. When disabling the personalized results, the user will
get a list, which is not influenced by personal recommendations or browsing history.
On the other side of the spectrum, the user
also has the option to receive only personal recommendations and being free of the
distraction algorithms might cause.

Fig. 72 Mobile Bubble Size
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As the search of the mobile version, the
search inside of the bottom bar options can
be used to call up Interests or the feed and
would redirect the user to the start page.

Fig. 76 Desktop Bottom Bar Search
Fig. 75 Desktop Bottom Bar Options
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Recommendation Types
The most prominent media on a site determines the overall
recommendation type on that source. There are three standard types—Text, Audio, and Video—that are also used to
filter content. Apart from the system will also display locations (Fig. 63: Map Element) and shopping sites.

Fig. 78 A Text Recommendation

Fig. 77 A Recommendation imported from Twitter

Recommendations from external social networks receive the same weight as direct re-

see Integration of
social Media on page 78

commendations in the feed. The user can
view an abstracted version of the source by
hovering over the Website Icon. Clicking on
it will forward the user to the post on the
social network.

Fig. 79 A Audio Recommendation

Fig. 80 A Video Recommendation
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Fig. 81 Incative Bottom Bar

The Bottom Bar
We are aware that some users might see
the bottom bar as an element of distraction.
We designed it to be static, hold little contrast when inactive and dispensed the use
of profile images from previous designs, to
prevent attracting the user’s attention.
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Website
Preview

The Website Preview summarizes essential
information about the recommended link.
It can be accessed by hovering over the link
for 1500ms. After that, the user can hover
sideways over the other recommendations,
which will then expand without delay.

Fig. 82 Desktop Bottom Bar Search

The Queue
The Queue is a link-list curated by the user,
that is attached to the tab it is located in.
Its main benefit is in the context of audio-visual-media, where it enables the user to
create
Playlists. Instead of being bound to one App
or Platform for listening to Music or Watching a Video, it makes it possible to play Audio- or Video elements from multiple sites in
a row. It thereby competes with native autoplay-features of sites like YouTube or Netflix,
which lock users in by applying this method
of endless autoplay. Users can also add text
elements to the Queue, which disables the
autoplay feature.
Playlists can be exported to or imported
from the Browser’ bookmarking panel or as
link-lists.
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Fig. 83 Desktop Bottom Bar Content Preview
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Mobile In-App Flow

Using a two finger swipe-up gesture, the
user can call up the mobile bottom-bar to
receive recommendations to the content
inside of an application. A single swipe up
will open the settings and a single swipe
down will close hide the bottom bar again.
Fig. 86 Spotify with small Bottom Bar

Fig. 85 Spotify with extended Bottom Bar
Fig. 84 Initial Spotify View
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Mobile Browser Flow

Fig. 88 Extendend mobile Browser View after Scrolling

Fig. 87 Mobile Browser View
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Fig. 89 Extended mobile Browser View
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Sharing
By disabling commenting

While being one of the most

and rating entirely, we want

inconspicuous features, pas-

to contain negative or unse-

sive sharing is one of the es-

rious recommendations.

sential mechanisms inside
of the system. It is the fastest way for recommending
content.

Fig. 91 Desktop Passive Sharing

Fig. 90 Mobile Direct Sharing
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Fig. 92 Desktop Direct Sharing Options

Fig. 93 Desktop Direct Sharing

Due to the heavy use of social
networks, we suppose that people would use the direct sharing feature a lot less than passive sharing.
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Advanced Sharing
For long-scrolling websites with multiple
in-itself-logical segments, a user might
want to specify their shares.
To avoid the recommendation of small elements or individual images or sentences,
we decided on a feature that crops the top
off the page and leads the receiver directly
to the addressed segment.
Fig. 95 Advanced Sharing Options

Fig. 94 Sharing with Position
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5

Project Reflection

It is hard to estimate what the actual effect of such a
system would be. While we are convinced that it is great for
providing relevant content following the users’ intentions,
the issues of extremist abuse and encouraging to explore
opposing opinions remain unsolved.
Even though we focussed of designing inconspicuous
recommendations, exploration implies constantly offering
new information to the user. However intentional and useful
for providing alternatives to monocratic suggestions, this
mechanism for endless discovery could be seen as contradictory to building an overall humane system.
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